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James V. Maloney, Professor of
Surgery, UCLA Medical School, and
Gerald Winslow, Professor of
Religion, Walla Walla College, will
discuss the allocation of scarce
medical resources on March 13 in the
LLU Medical Center A-level amphitheater. Maloney is past president of
the American Surgical Association
',nd has written on the limits of
.nedicine. Winslow is a recognized
authority on the topic. This discussion, "Human Experimentation:
Allocation of the Scarce Medical
Dollar," is the last of three monthly
Medicine and Society Conferences
dealing with ethical issues in medical
research.
Bruce W. Branson, Chairman,
Department of Surgery, LLU School
of Medicine, gave the February lecture. His presentation, "Human Experimentation: The Ethics of CrossSpecies Heart Transplantation," was
followed with responses by J. Wesley
Robb, Professor of Biomedical Ethics,
University of Southern California, and
Morton Woolley, Surgeon-in-Chief,
Children's Hospital of Los Angeles.
Robert M. Veatch, Professor of
Medical Ethics, Kennedy Institute for
Ethics, lectured on ethical decisionmaking in human experiments to 300
persons on January 16 at the rnaugural session of the Medicine and
Society Conferences. Jack W. Provonsha, Center Director, responded
to the Veatch presentation before the
-'oor was opened up to audience
..,Jarticipation.
In addition to various newspaper
reporters, crews from the ABC and
(continued on page 2)

HASTINGS CENTER
AND ETHICS CENTER TO PRESENT
"BIOMEDICAL ETHICS TODAY:
OLD MODELS AND NEW"
AT LOMA LINDA APRIL 21 AND 22
New York's Hastings Center,
famous for its scholarly investigations
of ethical issues in medicine and
related fields, and California's Ethics
Center, a new activity of Loma Linda
University's Division of Religion, will
co-sponsor a conference on
"Biomedical Ethics Today: Old
Models and New" at Loma Linda on
April 21 and 22, 1985. This conference, which will provide ten units
of Continuing Education Credit for
dentists, nurses, and physicians, is
made possible by a grant from the
California Council for the Humanities,
a state affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
A plenary session on ethical issues
in transplantation procedures utilizing
human, animal, and artificial organs
will be one of the conference's
highlights. Arthur Caplan, Associate
for the Humanities at the Hastings
Center and an acute authority on the
ethical issues, will provide the lecture.
Alexander Capron, until recently the
Executive Director of the President's
Commission on Bioethics and now
the first Norman Topping Professor of
Law, Medicine, and Public Policy at
the University of Southern California,
will moderate the discussion among
a distinguished panel of experts on
surgery and ethics.
In addition to those from the
Hastings Center and Loma Linda
University, members of the twentyseven-person faculty for the two-day
conference will represent the University of California at Los Angeles and
at Riverside, the University of
Southern California, Claremont
Graduate School, Stanford University,

the University of Redlands, and the
Saint Joseph's Health System.
The tuition charge is $95 per person. Advanced reservations are required. Accommodations at special
rates for those attending the conference will be available at the Inland
Empire Hilton (714-889-0133).
Those who wish to attend the conference should send their names, addresses, telephone numbers and professions plus $95 per person to Gwen
Utt, Ethics Center, Division of
Religion, Loma Linda University,
Loma Linda, CA 92350.

"WORSHIP AIDS"
UNITE ETHICS
AND LITURGY
Liturgies drawing on ethics themes
are now available through "Worship
Aids," creations of LLU's Ethics
Department Chairman Charles Teel,
Jr. The most recent liturgies prepared
for congregational use include (1)
"Apocalypse as Liturgy: A Call to
Social Justice," (2) "Worship and
Work: A Call to View Work as Vocation," and (3) "Worship and Healing:
A Call to Wholeness."
Creating such worship services has
been of keen interest to Teel from the
time he was commissioned to produce a liturgy to mark the first anniversary of the death of Martin Luther
King, Jr., which fell at Eastertide,
1969.
(contlnued on page 2)

"WORSHIP AIDS"

(continued)

Teel cites the Old Testament prophets as authority that worship and
social ethics should be joined. "These
prophets fairly harp on the theme that
worship be offered in the context of
justice," he says.
The "Apocalypse" worship folder
features an Albrecht Durer woodcut
on the cover, and the text incorporates responsive readings from the
book of Revelation. Visual aids are
central to the service. Included are
seven giant golden candlesticks
sculpted for the occasion, as well as
numerous slide transparencies projected onto the chancel walls. The
slides include children's drawings and
actual photographs of scenes which
represent the stark contrast between
coercive Babylon structures and
vulnerable remnant communities.
"Viewing the innocence and hope
projected in the children's drawings
against the photographs of the
demonic expressions of evil which
humankind has perpetuated creates
a dissonance which places the
message of Apocalypse in very current terms," observed one worshipper. "Clearly the Apocalypse is a call
to the faithful remnant everywhere
never to lose sight of its vision of
peace and justice and hope."
These' 'Worship Aids" have been
used in congregations at Loma Linda
and La Sierra, California, as well as
at Kettering, Ohio, and Orlando,
Florida.
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CBS Los Angeles affiliates were present at the inaugural conference.
"Until a couple of days before the
conference we didn't know whether to
plan for 25 or 250," said Jim Walters,
conference moderator. "We were obviously well-pleased with the
widespread interest." The overflow
audience crowded into the lower amphitheater to view the proceedings via
video screens.
Future topics will include: "The
Elderly III: Right-to-Die Legislation"
(April 10); "Handicapped Newborns:
Should All Live?" (May 8); and "The
New Medical Economics: Bane or

Boon?" (June 12). Although Loma
Linda University faculty are the
primary resource for the conferenc~
frequently personnel from othb.
Southern California universities are
drawn upon, and occasionally guests
from across the country are invited.
The conferences are held on the second Wednesday of the month in the
LLU A-level amphitheater. All conferences are video-taped and made
available at a nominal cost for educational purposes. The Wuchenich
Foundation is generously funding the
first year of the Medicine and Society
Conferences.

An Editorial

ETHICS CENTER:
PRIEST, PROPHET, OR PARTICIPANT?
James Gustafson, a distinguished
theologian who has taught ethics at
Yale University and the University of
Chicago, once published an essay on
how ethicists understand themselves.
Some, he wrote, see themselves as
preservers of the status quo, as high
priests ordained to guarantee that
nothing new or different ever happens. Other ethicists see themselves
as prophets commissioned to denounce existing institutions and relationships in the name of the utopia
they herald. Despite their other differences, priests and prophets are
similar, Gustafson suggested, in their
almost arrogant assumption that they
should have the last word, whether it
be commendation or condemnation.
Gustafson contended that ethicists
who understand themselves as participants have no inner need to pronounce final moral verdicts. Although
they believe they can make important
contributions to continuing conversations about morality in private and
public life, they believe many others
also deserve to be heard.
The Ethics Center of Loma Linda
University was designed to be more
participatory than priestly or prophetic, in the meanings Gustafson
gave those terms. The work of the
Center is different from that of a
typical university department in
that it calls upon specialists In

many disciplines to probe current
ethical issues. The Medicine and
Society Conferences held monthly in
the Loma Linda University Medical
Center, the annual spring workshop
on medical ethics, the articles in Update, and the seminars held for administrators developing important
poHcies all include Loma Linda's
ethicists, but they also involve many
others: historians, clinicians, researchers, Biblical exegetes, lawyers,
and so on. Development of the endowment is imperative so that such
conversations and invesUgations can
thrive without becoming a financial
liability to the university. And the
establishment of a strong library is
vital so that we can a/l study what
others, past and present, have said
about the alternatives we face.
We are gratified by the unique contribution the Ethics Center is beginning to make to the profeSSions,
church, and society. We are delighted
by the strong vote of confidence the
project has received in response to its
appeals for financial support. And we
look forward to many years of what
the late Karl Barth cal/ed "mutual
speech and hearing, mutual meeting
of the eyes, mutual rendering of
assistance, and mutual joy and
gladness. "
David Larsor

REFLECTIONS REGARDING
WILLIAM BARTLING
The recent California Appeals Court ruling in the William F. Bartling case was a landmark decision. Excerpts from the court decision, essays representing both sides of
the issue, and ethical commentary comprise Update's center section. Discussion of
this case takes place on two levels: the conceptual and the clinical. Conceptually,
both the plaintiff and the defendant finally agree that a competent adult has the moral
and legal right to refuse treatment. In this concrete clinical situation, however, there
is difference of opinion on whether William Bartling truly desired death - despite the
explicit statements made by and for him. Ambivalence regarding earlier statements
on death is not uncommon in dying patients, and it poses a particular ethical dilemma
with minimally communicative patients. If the medical team and family are convinced
of conflicting signals, who decides what is to be done by whom?
James Walters

SIDING WITH LIFE
JIM GALLAGHER
William F. Bartling lived for nearly seven months at
Glendale Adventist Medical Center in 1984, becoming the
focus of a "right-to-die" case that grabbed headlines
nationwide.
Mr. Bartling was connected to a ventilator as the result
of a collapsed lung which occurred during a routine biopsy
after his April admission. He suffered from four serious
conditions: COPD (specifically, emphysema),
atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis and an abdominal
aneurysm. A previous diagnosis of lung cancer proved
incorrect.
His five physicians were convinced that, given the right
support and a strong will, Mr. Bartling could be successfully weaned from the ventilator and possibly enjoy from
one to three years of reasonably good health before one
of the ailments would overtake him. The doctors worked
on that premise throughout his hospitalization, with some
success-Mr. Bartling was off the ventilator for varying
degrees of time including an eight-day period in July.
However, he succumbed to breathing difficulties by the
end of each free period.
With a shaky "X" Mr. Bartling signed a "living will" and
a durable power of healthcare attorney (turning over the
decision-making capacity to his wife, Ruth, in case of his
incapacity) in May, exonerating his doctors and Glendale
Adventist from any legal responsibility if his death should
result from disconnecting the ventilator. When the physicians reiterated their opposition to disconnecting, another
"X" went on the line-this time beseeching the Superior
Court of Los Angeles County for an injunction requiring
the hospital and the doctors to disconnect.
The defendants decided to contest for several reasons.
Mr. Bartling was ambiguous in his personal attitude toward
dying. While he apparently never sought to stop the legal
actions, he conveyed a great deal of anxiety to his nurses
' Ie. and doctors. When they removed the ventilator every two
t->Y hours for routine cleaning, he gestured frantically for them
to reconnect it. '
The patient frequently told his doctors he wanted to live.
This, coupled with their efforts to get him off the ventilator

safely, led the physicians to believe that this was not a
man who really wanted to die.
Another problem was the fact that Mr. Bartling was being treated for depression with antidepressants. His mood
swings, partly the result of medications, did not give the
doctors confidence in his consistent, persistent wish to
risk death by disconnecting.
A third problem to be faced was the moral and ethical
questions of pulling or supervising the pulling of the plug.
The medical profession is trained to reverence life and
enhance it wherever possible. While many of the physicians have presided over cases where they have agreed
with the family that a comatose or brain-dead individual
should be allowed to die without heroic measures, they

"Mr. Bartling was ambiguous in his personal
attitude toward dying. When they removed
the ventilator every two hours for routine
cleaning, he gestured frantically for them to
reconnect it."
were not comfortable with such a decision for an alert,
aware person who could walk, eat ice cream and watch
football on TV. They felt that physicians and hospitals
should not be constrained by patients-or the courtsinto committing an act they felt to be morally wrong.
The case went to Judge Lawrence Waddington's courtroom three times-twice in June and once in July. After
continuing the case on the first request, he ruled on the
latter two occasions in favor of the doctors and Glendale
Adventist, saying that the California Natural Death Act
authorizes termination of treatment only for comatose or
brain-dead patients where doctors and patient/family are
in agreement.
The plaintiffs appealed to the California Court of Appeal
and nature intervened in the interim. Mr. Bartling's condition continued to decline in September and October,
even while on the ventilator. He died November 6, the
afternoon before the oral arguments were scheduled in
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the appeal court's second district.
The judges decided to hear the arguments anyway for
the purposes of setting guidelines in future cases. The
court overturned Judge Waddington in its December decision, writing that if Mr. Bartling were still alive, they would
order disconnection to be carried out in Glendale Adventist by the doctors there.
The defendants decided against appealing the case to
the State Supreme Court, opting to return to the Court of
Appeal for a rehearing that would result in clarification of
the decision. They would like to better understand the
rights of doctors and hospitals to transfer a similar patient
to a state or county facility for the disconnection to take
place. The Court of Appeal denied the rehearing petition
January 29.
Glendale Adventist Medical Center and these physicians believe in patients' rights. They do not seek to force
medical care on competent patients. They also believe the
"right to die" is a complex issue, with many questions on
both sides. If they must err, they would prefer to err on
the side of life' rather than death. Death is a very perma-

nent condition, whereas with a live patient there are still
options.
Another important factor in today's health-care picture
is money. Mr. Bartling's Medicare DRG payment didn't
come close to covering his expenses for seven months
in intensive care . Out of a hospital bill of more than half
a million dollars, his Medicare reimbursement will barely
reach $50,000. Glendale Adventist lost money on William
Bartling-and continued to lose more every day he stayed
alive.
As the pendulum swings toward easier termination of
life-support, what of the unethical hospital that is only too
eager to cut off a money-losing situation? That could result
from making death more accessible in the hospital.
All five physicians said recently that if they had the Bartling case to do again, they wouldn't change a thing, even
with the court's reversed decision of December 27. They
would prefer to "err," if necessary, on the side of life.
Jim Gallagher is Assistant Director of Public Relations at Glendale Adventist
Medical Center, Glendale, California, He was GAMC's chief spokesperson on
the Bartling case,

THE PATIENT AS FINAL ARBITER
RICHARD STANLEY SCOTT
It is slightly to be regretted that the appellate decision
in this case is known as Bartling vs. Superior Court, instead of "Bartling vs. Glendale Adventist Medical Center."
The Superior Court caption occurred because Plaintiff's
recourse to the Court of Appeals was by way of a Writ of
Mandate, an expedited and urgent form of appeal made
necessary by the circumstances which Mr. Bartling continued to suffer after the Superior Court's (incorrect) decision of June 22, 1984. Mr. Bartling's true fight was with
GAMC - because that medical center and its physicians
refused to honor Mr. Bartling's request to be allowed to

"At all stages of the proceedings, counsel
for the Defendants vigorously maintained
that the request to disconnect the ventilator
by Mr. Bartling would constitute a suicide."
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die peacefully and naturally. Instead, he spent the last six
months of his life confined to a 10 x 13 foot glass-enclosed
cubicle in the respiratory intensive care unit at GAMC. He
died, still attached to the respirator, on November 6, the
day before his case was argued to the Court of Appeals.
The Court of Appeals in the Bartling decision completely refuted the litigation position which had been maintained
on behalf of GAMC. A recent statement by the attorney
for the Defendants has alleged that" ... The physicians,
hospital, and counsel agreed that a competent, unambiguous, unambivalent, persistent and insistent patient
who desires the termination of treatment has that right."
(Emphasis added). This is not an accurate statement of
the litigation posture of GAMC throughout the June proceedings in the Superior Court, or before the Court of Appeals in November. In papers filed in Superior Court, the
Defendants asserted the following:

"GAMe, the Medical Staff and the five
physician Defendants have weighed their
responsibility to Mr. Bartling in light of their
professional ethics and morals. Each has
determined it wrong under generally accepted
professional standards in the community and
personal profeSSional standards to assist Mr.
Bartling in dying by removal of the ventilator
under Mr. Bartling's current circumstances:
he is awake, alert, cognitive and communicative .. . There is still the possibility that
he can be weaned from the ventilator and, in
any event, he can live a sapient and meaningful, if limited, life."

At all stages of the proceedings, counsel for the Defendants vigorously maintained that the request to disconnect the ventilator by Mr. Bartling would constitute a
suicide-"disconnecting the ventilator under Petitioner's
circumstances would constitute a suicide."
(I indulge modest doubts about an imperative moral
position backed up with concerns for penal safety-" my
morals would never permit me to even think of stealing
silverware from this restaurant; and, besides the maitre
'd is watching me like a hawk.")
The position of GAMC, durable during the June proceedings in the Superior Court, was comprehensively and
completely overuled in November by the Court of Appeals.
"The trial court was incorrect when it held limited to comatose, terminally ill patients, or representatives acting on
their behalf."
As regards to suicide, the Court of Appeal quoted extensively from an earlier Massachusetts case:
"In the case of competent adults refUSing
medical treatment such an act does not
necessarily constitute suicide since (1) in
refusing treatment the patient may not have
the specific intent to die, (as Mr. Bartling certainly did not - he wished to live) and (2) even

if he did, to the extent that the cause of death
was from natural causes the patient did not
set the death-producing agent in motion with
the intent of causing his own death."

(
With regard to the question of the "physician's rights"
and ethics, the Court quoted from an earlier case in
Florida:
"It is all very convenient to insist on continuing (the patient's) life so that there can be
no question of foul play, no resulting civil
liability, and no possible trespass on medical
ethics. However, it is quite another matter to
do so at the patient's sole expense and
against his competent will, thus inflicting
never-ending physical torture on his body until
the inevitable, but artificially suspended, moment of death. Such a course of conduct invades the patient's constitutional right of
privacy; removes his freedom of choice, and
invades his right to self determination."

Summing up, the Court of Appeal stated,
" . . . If the right of the patient to selfdetermination as to his own medical treatment
is to have any meaning at all, it must be paramount to the interest of the patient's hospital
and doctors. The right of a competent adult
patient to refuse medical treatment is a constitutionally guaranteed right which must not
be abridged."

Thus, the ethical balance finally tipped decidedly in
favor of Mr. Bartling - and in favor of us all. The opinion
merely affirmed previous California law holding that a competent adult had the final say with respect to medical treatment. The Bartling case simply made clear that such
rights include treatment designed to sustain life in intensive care settings and also made it clear that the patient
is the final arbiter of medical care - and medical ethics
- as applied to his or her body.
Richard Stanley Scott, the physician and attorney who represented William
and Ruth Bartling in this case, is a partner in Malley, Yelsky, Rosenfeld and
Scott in Beverly Hills, California.

COMPETING CLAIMS MAKE HARD CHOICES
JACK W. PROVONSHA
The process of bioethical decision-making is complicated by the fact that we are often faced with more than
simple choices of right and wrong, of whether individual
rights are preserved, or whether the individual benefits
gained are worth the risks taken. We are also faced with
competing claims: whose rights, whose benefits, whose
risks? When the decision serves one person while taking
away from another, who is to be given priority?
Mr. Bartling was admitted to Glendale Adventist Medical
Center in April of 1984 suffering from emphysema,
arteriosclerosis and an abdominal aneurysm. On admission a routine chest X-ray revealed a mass in the chest
which was subsequently biopsied to determine its nature.
Unfortunately the procedure collapsed his lung and
because of his already compromised respiratory system
he came to require the use of a ventilator. After a time
Mr. Bartling began to weary of the discomfort caused by
the respirator and asked to have it removed. (This was
presumably within his rights since the patient under
California law can refuse treatment). Unfortunately he expressed some ambiguity over the matter. When asked if
he wished to live he said, "Yes." Did he wish to be taken
off the respirator? Again, "Yes." Did he know that he
COUldn't live without the respirator? "Yes," which, of
course, was not the clearest of answers. He also requested that he be placed back on the machine at times
when the attempt was made to wean him from it. The doctors came to doubt whether he was competent to make
such a drastic decision .
When the patient is unable to speak for himself he also
has the right to have someone with his best interests at
heart to speak as proxy for him. This is usually the next
of kin. Unfortunately, in Mr. Bartling's case the doctors
felt uneasy about the disinterest of the obvious proxy person. Such a person should not act out of a conflict of interest. The matter finally ended up in the courts with the
Bartlings suing to force the hospital to remove the ven-

tilator and thus to allow him to "die with dignity."
The lower court decided in the hospital's favor. The case
was appealed but became somewhat moot when Mr.
Bartling died before the case could go to trial. The ap-

"The patient has the final right of selfdetermination over his own body. But others
also have rights."
pellate court decided to hear the case anyway because
of the basic issues involved and reversed the lower court's
ruling. However, it indicated its own ambiguity by suggesting that awards to the plaintiffs be limited to court
costs and attorney fees instead of the massive punitive
damages that had formed the basis of the original suit.
It was a murky case; we still have no clear-cut answers
to all of the questions raised. But the Bartling case does
illustrate how complicated cases of competing interest can
become. It also gives us an opportunity to set forth the
terms of such conflict. Note in summary what are some
of the rights placed in opposition in such situations.
They are, first, the patient's rights. The patient has the
final right of self-determination over his own body. He has
the right to the information requisite to making that determination. He has the right to refuse treatment and the right
to freedom from coercion in the decision-making process.
He also has a right to proxy when unable to speak for
himself.
But others also have rights. The rights of health-care
providers, including physicians, are not often enough considered in such discussions. By longstanding tradition the
practice of medicine in a free society has given the physician the freedom, except in an emergency, to decide
whom he shall treat and how. He has the right to refuse
to accept patients with whom no doctor/patient contract
has been established. He has the right to discharge pat-
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EXCERPTS FROM THE CALIFORNIA
APPEALS COURT DECISION
In this case we are called upon to decide whether a competent adult patient, with serious illnesses which are probably incurable but have not been diagnosed as terminal,
has the right, over the objection of his physicians and the
hospital, to have life-support equipment disconnected
despite the fact that withdrawal of such devices will surely hasten his death . , ..
Although they did not challenge his legal competency,
the doctors of Glendale Adventist questioned Mr. Bartling's ability to make a meaningful decision because of his
vacillation. This opinion was based on the declarations of
several nurses who related instances in wh1ch the ventilator tube accidentally detached and Mr. Bartling signalled frantically for them to reconnect it. Mr. Bartling also
made several statements to his doctors and nurses to the
effect that he wanted to live and did not want the ventilator
disconnected.
From an ethical standpoint, declarations were submitted
to the effect that Glendale Adventist is a Christian hospital
devoted to the preservation of life, and it would be
unethical for Glendale Adventist's physicians to disconnect life-support systems from patients whom they viewed
as having the potential for cognitive, sapient life.
The hospital and doctors also expressed concern about
their potential civil and criminal liability should they accede to Mr. Bartling's wishes and disconnect the ventilator
The statements made by Mr. Bartling in his declarations
and in the other documents executed by him which were
submitted to the trial court reflect the fact that Mr. Bartling knew he would die if the ventilator was disconnected
but nevertheless preferred death to life sustained by
mechanical means. He wanted to live but preferred death
to his intolerable life on the ventilator. The fact that Mr.
Bartling periodically wavered from this posture because
of severe depression or for any other reason does not
justify the conclusion of Glendale Adventist and his
treating physicians that his capacity to make such a decision was impaired to the point of legal incompetency.
Having resolved the threshold issue of whether or not
Mr. Bartling was legally competent, we turn to the major
issue in this case: whether the right of Mr. Bartling, as a
competent adult, to refuse unwanted medical treatment,
is outweighed by the various state and personal interests
urged by real parties [Glendale Adventist Medical Center
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tients providing he allows opportunity for the patient to find
alternative care. (Unfortunately in the Bartling case, once
litigation had begun no other health-care facility would
touch him). The physician also has the right to retain control of the treatment he directs as long as the patient
chooses to remain under his care. He also has the right,
as mentioned earlier, not to have the patient's moral code
or the lack of it imposed on his own activities.
A final area of competing rights is one involving opposition between the individual and the claims of the larger
society. At present it is expressed as an economic conflict over how much a society may be expected to pay for
the unbelievably expensive things we are doing for a

(

and Mr. Bartling's physicians]: the preservation of life, the
need to protect innocent third parties, the prevention of
suicide, and maintaining of the ethics of the medical
profession.
Real parties argue that the interests of the state should
prevail. We disagree. In California, "a person of adult
years and in sound mind has the right, in the exercise of
control over his own body, to determine whether or not
to submit to lawful medical treatment." (Cobbs. v. Grant)
The constitutional right of privacy guarantees to the individual the freedom to choose to reject, or refuse to consent to, intrusions of his bodily integrity ....
Balanced against these rights are the interests of the
state in the preservation of life, the prevention of suicide,
and maintaining the ethical integrity of the medical profession. The most significant of these interests is the
preservation of life. This is of prime concern to Glendale
Adventist, which submitted a declaration to the effect that
it is a Christian, pro-life oriented hospital, the majority of
whose doctors would view disconnecting a life-support
system in a case such as this one as inconsistent with the
healing orientation of physicians. We do not doubt the
sincerity of real parties' moral and ethical beliefs, or their
sincere belief in the position they have taken in this case.
However, if the right of the patient to self-determination
as to his own medical treatment is to have any meaning
at all, it must be paramount to the interests of the patient's
hospital and doctors. The right of a competent adult patient to refuse medical treatment is a constitutionallyguaranteed right which must not be abridged ... .
Several doctors also expressed the view that disconnecting Mr. Bartling's ventilator would have been tantamount to aiding a suicide. This is not a case, however,
where real parties would have brought about Mr. Bartling's death by unnatural means by disconnecting the ventilator. Rather, they would merely have hastened his inevitable death by natural causes ....
In future similar situations, parties facing the problems
confronting real parties here should be free to act according to the patient's instruction without fear of liability and
without advance court approval. In accord with our conclusion is the Barber court's statement that" ... in the
absence of legislative guidance, we find no legal requirement that prior judicial approval is necessary before any
decision to withdraw treatment can be made."

relatively small number of persons.
At issue is the still-unanswered question of the proper
use of our health-care resources. There are no easy
answers to that question. But we must surely be asking
it, and must be finding answers that do not jeopardize the
freedoms and rights we enjoy in a free society. The result
will probably be a compromise, but even that may be
superior to the present confusion and the economic,
political, and social specter that the present view of the
future holds for our children.
Jack W. Provonsha is the Director of the Ethics Center. A physician as well
as an ethicist and ordained minister, he was a consultant to the Glendale Adventist Medical Center regarding William Bartling's situation.
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BIOMEDICAL ETHICS TODAY:
OLD MODELS AND NEW·
Randall Visitors Center
April 21 & 22, 1985
April 21: Sunday

10:00 a.m. "Biomedical Ethics Today: Old Models and New."
Speaker: Daniel Callahan, Ph.D. Commentators: Bernard Towers, M.D.
& Roy Branson, Ph.D. Moderator: David R. Larson, D.Min., Ph.D.
1:30 p.m. "The Value of Nascent Human Life: Ethical Issues in
Neonatology." Speaker: James W. Walters, Ph.D. Commentators:
Joan E. Hodgman, M.D. & O. Ward Swarner, M.D. Moderator: Arthur
Caplan, Ph. D.

3:30 p.m. "Perceptions of Death as a Factor In Bioethical Declsionmaking." Speaker: Jack W. Provonsha, M.D." Ph.D. Commentators:
Jeffrey A. Bounds, M.D. & June O'Connor, Ph.D. Moderator: Daniel
Callahan, Ph.D.

7:30 p.m. "Ethical Challenges of Organ Transplantation: Allografts,
Xenografts, and Artificial Organs." Speaker: Arthur Caplan, Ph.D.
Commentators: Leonard Bailey, M.D., Stuart Jamieson, M.D., M.C.
Theodore Mackett, M.D., Jack W. Provonsha, M.D., Ph.D., Dan D.
Rhoades, Ph.D., Richard A. Sheldon, M.D., Bruce Wilcox, Ph.D.
Moderator: Alexander Capron, LL. B.

April 22: Monday

9:00 a.m. "Justice and Health Care in the United States in an Era of
Cost Containment." Speaker: Ronald Bayer, Ph.D. Commentators:
Deborah Pugh, R.N. , M.S. W. , Gerald Winslow, Ph.D., Daniel
Wuchenich, J.D., M.P.H. Moderator: Charles Teel, Jr., Ph.D.

11 :00 a.m. "Third World Perspectives of North American Health-Care
Institutions: Multinational Corporations?" Speaker: Charles Teel,
Jr., Ph.D. Commmentators: Marcos Arana, M.D., Joseph C. Hough,
Jr., Ph.D. & Daniel/e Wuchenich, J.D., M.P.H. Moderator: Ronald Bayer,
Ph.D.

2:30 p.m. " 'Making and Keeping Human Life Human' versus 'Reverence
for Life': Moral and Immoral Uses of Living Beings in Therapy and
Research." Speaker: David R. Larson, D.Min., Ph.D. Commentators:
Kay O'Connor, R.N., M.S. & Lawrence Finsen, Ph.D. Moderator: James
W. Walters, Ph.D.
* Ten Continuing Education Units available for Dentists, Nurses and

Physicians. Cost: $95 per person. Advanced reservations required (714)
825-4536.

ETHICS CENTER
Division of Religion
Lorna Linda University
Lorna Linda, California 92350

$200,000
GIVEN TO
ETHICS CENTER
A total of $201 ,715 was contributed
by 219 persons to various projects of
the Ethics Center in 1984, as the
result of initial appeals for support.
Although ten donors gave over half of
the total - not unusual in such projects - the other contributors averaged
$345.00 per gift. "We couldn't be
more pleased," said Jack W. Provonsha, Center Director. "The response
to our invitation to help establish this
institute was overwhelming."
The Center, a self-sustaining activity of Loma Linda University's Division
of Religion, is currently seeking
$500,000 in endowment monies. Support came from various sources in
1984: (1) Twelve "An Evening with
Jack W. Provonsha" dinners were
held in cities stretching from Portland,
Oregon to San Diego, California and
in Hinsdale, Illinois; Kettering, Ohio;
and Orlando, Florida. (2) Personal letters were sent to the nearly 3000
graduates of the Loma Linda University School of Medicine Provonsha
has taught over the last 27 years. Additionally, those persons who regular·
Iy receive Provonsha's Sabbath
School audio tapes were informed
about Center plans. (3) Personal contact was made with several individuals,
corporations
and
foundations.
"Yes, our contributors have been
generous with funds," states Dave
Larson, Associate Director, "but more
importantly, they have given the
Center a strong vote of confidence. "
"I was pleasantly shocked by our
gift totals," commented Jim Walters,
development committee chairperson.
"With such a beginning, the Center's
$500,000 endowment goal is suddenly feasible." Other members of the
committee are Dave Larson, Carolyn
Thompson, and Danielle Wuchenich .
Complete financial statements, as
well as minutes of the meetings of
the Board of Councilors, are
available from Gwen Utt at the Ethics
Center.
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